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The problem

Types of sensors

- Accelerometer
- Gyroscope

Context

● Both are tri-axial 
based (x, y, z)

Use

Used to help distinguish, 
successfully, between 
falls and regular activities 
of daily live



Experimentation on Subject

Info on Subject

Gender: Male

Age: 20

Height: 6’2”

Weight: 184 lbs

 

Walking

● Spikes in 
acceleration each 
time feet makes 
contact with ground. 
Spike is mostly 
evident on x & z 
axis

Falling

All Falls: Overlapping of 
readings across the 3 
different axis. Readings 
varied for every fall. 



Results: Walking



Results: Left Lateral (Left-Side) Fall



Results: Forward Fall



Results: Right Lateral (Right-Side) Fall



Results: Backwards Fall



Results: Forward Fall (with knees bent)



Results: Left Lateral (Left-Side) Fall (with knees bent)



Results: Right Lateral (Right-Side) Fall (with knees bent)



Solution
Sensor Kinetics

An app-based system that monitors 
all standard monitors in an iOS 
based system



Implementation



Features of iOS app for fall detection
- Works on iPhone and detects the falls based on the position of the falling person

- Notification alerts after the fall happens

- Sensitivity calibration feature where user can calibrate the sensitivity meter. More sensitivity would 
mean detection of even minute falls.

- Users can set a timer, minimum of 60 seconds, which should be stopped before the set time if you 
do not want alerts to be sent.

- All user details (name, contact number...etc) can be saved in the application.

- You can add maximum 5 contacts in the emergency alert contact list on the application.



What can you do with Sensor Kinematics?



How app will be created

- This system is to be implemented on the smartphone running on iOS (iPhone/iPod/iPad).

- The application is based on the built-in Accelerometer of the device.

- Using the accelerometer built in, different acceleration values will be checked, for different 

positions, rest and fall.

- Programming language tool used will be XCode6.

- Probably going to use objective c or swift to code

- Various iOS class frameworks used is Core Location, AV Foundation, and Core Motion.





How app will work
The application is specifically designed to detect falls and alert a specific group of contacts saved on user’s iPhone at the 
time of fall. After users will install the application, they can manage the settings after pressing the enable button. They can 
add their respective details and set the contacts they want in the emergency alert receivers list. As soon as the fall, the fall 
will be detected, the device will receive the notification with the alert sound. There will be a timer that the user can set up at 
their own convenience. If, for any reason, the user is not able to stop the timer before time limit reaches zero, a 
text-message will be sent to all the five contacts listed. The message will contain your contact number, fall information and 
your GPS coordinates (maybe) with your fall location.



Future Work
What’s next?



- Meet with Tolga to talk about fall detection app

- Finish reading up on objective c and swift

- Try to design a basic prototype to practice

- Work on figuring out how to make app that will 

read in signals from built-in accelerometer 


